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Abstract: Geosynchronous spaceborne-airborne bistatic synthetic aperture radar (GEO SA-BSAR),
consisting of GEO transmitter and airborne receiver, has stable coverage for a long time and benefits
moving target detection. However, the performance of GEO SA-BSAR moving target indication
(MTI) system varies widely between bistatic configurations. The traditional configuration design
for GEO SA-BSAR system only considers the imaging performance, which may cause the poor MTI
performance. In this paper, we propose a bistatic configuration design method to jointly optimize the
MTI and SAR imaging performance for GEO SA-BSAR MTI system. The relationship between the
MTI performance and bistatic configuration parameters is derived analytically and analyzed based on
the maximum output signal to clutter and noise ratio (SCNR) criterion. Then, the MTI performance
and SAR imaging performance are jointly considered to model the configuration design problem
as a multi-objective optimization problem under the constrained condition. Finally, the optimal
configuration for GEO SA-BSAR MTI system is given.

Keywords: geosynchronous synthetic aperture radar; bistatic synthetic aperture radar; moving
target indication

1. Introduction

Bistatic synthetic aperture radar (BSAR), whose transmitter and receiver are located on different
platforms, has attracted much attention in recent years. BSAR has advantages of stealthy and flexible
configuration, which can help it to detect and monitor moving targets in the complex electromagnetic
environment. In particular, for the BSAR system with existing spaceborne transmitter and airborne
receiver, only the receiving equipment is needed to be deployed that significantly reduces the cost
and the spaceborne SAR with high orbit can provide a wide monitoring scope. Several successful
experiments on spaceborne-airborne BSAR (SA-BSAR) had been carried out by NASA’s Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL) in 1984 [1] and by the German Aerospace Center (DLR) and the Research Establishment
for Applied Science (FGAN) from 2007 to 2009 [2–7], respectively. These experiments constrained the
satellite and the airplane to fly along parallel flight paths and achieved the stationary scenes imaging.
This means that the basic and core problems for SA-BSAR system can be solved, such as the beam,
time and phase synchronization [2,8], platform motion compensation [3], imaging algorithm [4–7], etc.
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It is also indicated that we can take the advantages of SA-BSAR system to apply it to the moving target
indication (MTI).

Low earth orbit SA-BSAR (LEO SA-BSAR) system, whose major mission is for stationary scenes
imaging, is hard to measure slow velocity for its clutter spectrum broadening seriously. However,
with the significant increase of transmitter’s orbital altitude, the ground speed of geosynchronous
SA-BSAR (GEO SA-BSAR) reduces [9]. Thus, it can provide stable coverage area or a long time for
airborne receiver. In addition, GEO SA-BSAR also has the advantages of larger coverage and shorter
revisit time compared with LEO SAR case [10,11], which benefits MTI. At present, the research on
GEO SAR has attracted much attention and involves in all aspects, including system design and
optimization [12–14], resolution analysis [15,16], accurate imaging algorithm [17,18], deformation
retrieval [19] and MTI [20–22], which prompts the development of GEO SA-BSAR MTI system.

In order to monitor moving target in a particular area, GEO SA-BSAR MTI system determines the
system operating time according to the ephemeris, attitude and antenna beam direction of GEO SAR
to ensure the area can always be illuminated during the synthetic aperture time. Then, the airborne
multi-channel receiver can obtain and process the echoes to detect the moving targets. Considering the
beam of GEO SAR covers thousands of kilometers and the airplane’s flight path can be designed in
advance, the configuration of GEO SA-BSAR MTI system is flexible, leading to different MTI performance.

As early as 1997, the system with geosynchronous illumination and bistatic reception was first
proposed for large coverage monitoring and MTI [23]. It only analyzed the feasibility of MTI based on
the system parameters without considering the configuration design and data processing. Subsequently,
the research of GEO SA-BSAR focuses on imaging characteristics, resolution, bistatic configuration and
imaging algorithm for stationary scenes [24–30]. Literature [26] analyzed the imaging performance of
GEO SA-BSAR system under different bistatic configuration, based on which the bistatic configuration
for GEO SA-BSAR imaging system was obtained to make the imaging performance indicators approach
to the given values as far as possible. However, the configuration for MTI is not considered, causing
the poor MTI performance if the configuration for imaging stationary scenes is employed directly.

In addition, the research on GEO SA-BSAR MTI system mainly focuses on the geostationary
SA-BSAR. The MTI processing of geostationary SA-BSAR has been studied in literature [31], in which
two airborne side-looking radars with different carrier frequencies, antenna spacings or velocities were
adopted to solve the azimuth ambiguity problem. However, there are few studies on non-geostationary
SA-BSAR MTI system.

Without changing the equipment, good MTI performance and SAR imaging performance can be
achieved at the same time only by changing the bistatic configuration. The key to determine the system
configuration is to obtain the relationship between the performance indicators and configuration
parameters, which was not involved in previous studies. Then, the configuration design problem is
modeled as an optimization problem of MTI performance and SAR imaging performance. Therefore,
this paper proposes a configuration design method of GEO SA-BSAR MTI system to achieve the
optimal MTI performance while ensuring good SAR imaging performance. The main contributions of
this paper are twofold. First, the relationship between the MTI performance and bistatic configuration
parameters has been analyzed theoretically. Second, it obtain the bistatic configuration that ensures
GEO SA-BSAR system has the best performance of MTI while imaging stationary scene, which extends
the function of GEO SA-BSAR system. This has been added in the text.

In this paper, the observation geometry and special issues of the bistatic configuration for GEO
SA-BSAR MTI system are introduced in Section 2. Next, in Section 3, the performance of GEO SA-BSAR
MTI system is first investigated under the arbitrary bistatic configuration. The performance indicator
of MTI system includes signal to clutter and noise ratio (SCNR) loss and Cramer–Rao lower bounds
(CRLB). Based on optimal output SCNR criterion, the analytical expressions of minimum detectable
velocity (MDV), the maximum unambiguous velocity (MUV) in terms of configuration parameters
can be obtained. Moreover, the theoretical variance of parameter estimation is deduced based on
CRLB. Then, according to the relationship between MTI performance and configuration parameters
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and SAR imaging performance requirements, Section 4 models the configuration design problem as
a multi-objective optimization problem containing constraint conditions. Considering the objective
functions are more than three, the constraint non-dominated sorting evolutionary algorithm III is
used to optimize bistatic configuration and more than one solution can be obtained at the same time.
The best bistatic configuration of GEO SA-BSAR MTI system can be selected from the solutions to
guide aircraft flight track. In Section 5 the optimal configuration of GEO SA-BSAR MTI system is
obtained through simulation, and the performance of the system is also verified by simulation. Finally,
the conclusion is given.

2. GEO SA-BSAR System for MTI

2.1. System and Geometry

GEO SA-BSAR MTI system transmits signals by GEO SAR, which can provide a stable beam
coverage for a long time. Then, the airplane equipped with a multi-channel receiver obtains the echoes
from the surface that can be illumined by GEO SAR. The reference point local coordinate system is
selected to analyze the geometric model of GEO SA-BSAR MTI system. The coordinate system has
its origin at the center of the interest scene, with the z-axis vertical, the y-axis pointing to the flight
direction of airplane and the x-axis completes the right-handed system. The geometric relationship
between the GEO SA-BSAR MTI system and the ground target is shown in Figure 1. The airplane
flies along the y-axis with the constant speed vR and the velocity of GEO SAR at the aperture center
moment (ACM) is vT. ψ is the ground projection of the velocity angle between vR and vT. Moreover,
the incidence angle of GEO SAR is θT. The first channel of the airborne multichannel receiver is
regarded as reference channel and its incidence angle is θR. The ground projection of bistatic angle is φ.
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Figure 1. The local coordinate system of geosynchronous (GEO) spaceborne-airborne (SA)-bistatic
synthetic aperture radar (BSAR) moving target indication (MTI) system.

For the ground target P locating at (x0, y0),
^
rR is the ground projection of unit vector of the slant

range between the target and airplane at ACM,
^
rT is the ground projection of unit vector of the slant

range between the target and GEO satellite at ACM and the sum of
^
rR and

^
rT is rBi. During the synthetic

aperture time, the target is assumed to be in uniform motion with the velocity of vp =
(
vx, vy

)T
. It is

a stationary target when vp = 0. In addition, the system parameters of GEO SA-BSAR adopted in this
paper are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Receiver system parameters and GEO SAR orbit elements of GEO SA-BSAR MTI system.

Receiver System Parameters GEO SAR Orbit Elements

Wavelength 0.24 m Eccentricity 0
Bandwidth 100 MHz Inclination 16◦

Receiver’s height 10 km Semi-major axis 42,164 km
Receiver’s velocity 200 m/s Longitude of ascending node 88◦Synthetic aperture time 10 s

Number of channels 3 Argument of perigee ——
Antenna size 6 m

2.2. Bistatic Configuration

With the trajectory of GEO SAR known by ephemeris, the flight track can be determined by ψ,
θR and φ. Different ψ, θR and φ lead to different SAR imaging performance and MTI performance.
The SAR imaging performance is described in this section.

The imaging performance indicators of GEO SA-BSAR imaging system mainly include the ground
range resolution ρgr, the azimuth resolution ρaz, the resolution direction angle ζ and the clutter to noise
ratio (CNR) (Since the stationary scene is regarded as the clutter in MTI, the signal to noise ratio (SNR)
of the stationary target is as the CNR in this paper). Literature [26,32,33] analyzed the influence of
bistatic configuration on imaging performance of static scene in detail:

ρgr =
0.886c
Br‖rBi‖

ρaz =
0.886λ∫

Ta
‖H⊥(ωTP(ta)+ωRP)‖dta

ζ = cos−1(Θ ·Ξ)

CNR =
PtGtGrσ0ρgrρazλ2TaDc

(4π)3R2
t R2

r LTkT0Fn

(1)

According to the geometric relationship, ‖rBi‖ is determined by bistatic configuration parameters
θR and φ. σ0 is the normalized radar cross section, which can be calculated according to [34].

According to the preset requirements of imaging performance indicators, the genetic algorithm was
used to obtain the bistatic configuration to ensure actual performance was closest to the requirements.
The genetic algorithm is proposed based on the evolution to solve the optimization problems [35,36].
In this paper, the parameters shown in Table 1 are used to obtain the bistatic configuration that meets
ρgrD = 3m, ρazD = 3m, ζD = 90◦ and CNRD = 20 dB. The configuration design results are shown in
Table 2.

Table 2. The bistatic configuration of GEO SA-BSAR system for stationary scene imaging.

Bistatic Configuration Imaging Performance

θR (◦) φ (◦) ψ (◦) ρgr (m) ρaz (m) α (◦) CNR (dB)
66.9126 347.8532 194.8475 3.0577 3.0425 89.9844 20.0000

2.3. Special Issues for Moving Target Indication

The traditional GEO SA-BSAR bistatic configuration design only optimizes the imaging
performance of the stationary scenes. This design scheme does not consider the MTI performance,
so the MTI performance may be poor and the moving target cannot even be detected.

For the optimal configuration design results for GEO SA-BSAR stationary scenes imaging in
Table 2, the MUV is only 16.55 m/s (the calculation expression can be seen Section 3), which does
not benefit moving target detection. Therefore, in order to determining the bistatic configuration of
GEO SA-BSAR MTI system, the MTI performance and imaging performance are exploited together to
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rebuild the multi-objective optimization function to obtain the configuration that is suitable for MTI
and meets the conditions of GEO SA-BSAR imaging.

The key to determine the bistatic configuration of GEO SA-BSAR MTI system is to establish the
analytical expression between the MTI performance and configuration parameters. The performance of
BSAR GMTI is usually characterized by the output SCNR loss curve, which cannot visually represent
the relationship between the MTI performance and configuration parameters. Therefore, it is necessary
to extract key performance indicators from the output SCNR loss curve and derive their analytical
expression about configuration parameters, which is used to guide configuration design.

3. Signal Model and Performance Analysis of GEO SA-BSAR MTI System

The performance indicators to be optimized include the MDV, MUV, location accuracy and velocity
accuracy of the GEO SA-BSAR MTI system. In this section, according to the GEO SA-BSAR signal
model in range-Doppler domain, the clutter covariance matrix of GEO SA-BSAR is derived and the
steering vector of moving target is obtained. Then, the analytical expression of MTI performance
indicators is derived.

3.1. Signal Model

3.1.1. Clutter Signal Model and Clutter Covariance Matrix

The clutter of GEO SA-BSAR can be expressed as the superposition of all stationary targets.
Based on the GEO SA-BSAR stationary target signal model in literature [29], after the range migration
correction and range compression, the signal model of the m-th channel can be expressed as:

sc,m(tr, ta) =
s
σ(x0, y0)sin c

[
Br

(
tr −

Rbi0+kT1 ym/vR
c

)]
ωa,c

(
ta
Ta

)
× exp

{
− j 2π

λ

[
Rbi,m(x0, y0; ta) − k10ta

]}
dx0dy0

(2)

where the subscript c represents the clutter. In addition, (x0, y0) represents the position coordinates of
the stationary target and σ(x0, y0) represents the scattering characteristics of the target.

Considering that SAR STAP processing is carried out in the range-Doppler domain, the signal
in the range-Doppler domain of the stationary clutter in the m-th channel of GEO SA-BSAR can be
obtained by using the series reversal method and the principle of stationary phase [37]:

srd
c,m(tr, fa) = exp

{
j 2π
λ dc,m( fa)

}s
sin c

[
Br

(
tr −

Rbi0+kT1 ym/vR
c

)]
×Wa,c( fa)σ(x0, y0) exp

{
− jψc(x0, y0; fa)

}
dx0dy0

(3)

where exp
{
− jψt(x0, y0; fa)

}
represents the same phase term of different channels and

exp
{
j 2π
λ dt,m(x0, y0; fa)

}
represents the phase difference term of the m-th channel relative to the

reference channel:

ψc(x0, y0; fa) =
2πRbi0
λ −

πλ
2kbi2

(
fa +

kbi1−k10
λ

)2
−
πλ2kbi3

4k3
bi2

(
fa +

kbi1−k10
λ

)3

−
2πλ3(9k2

bi3−4kbi2kbi4)
64k5

bi2

(
fa +

kbi1−k10
λ

)4 (4)

dc,m( fa) = −kT1
ym

vR
− λ

ym

vR
fa (5)

As a result that the imaging scene of GEO SA-BSAR is very small compared with GEO SAR,
the change of dc,m is far less than λ/16 with the space variant kT1, which means the changes of dc,m

can be ignored. Therefore, for any range-Doppler cell, there is only a fixed phase difference between
the signal model of m-th channel and reference. Then, the normalized steering vector of clutter can
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be expressed as pc( fa) = 1
√

M

[
1 exp

{
j2πdc,2/λ

}
· · · exp

{
j2πdc,M/λ

} ]T
. The clutter covariance

matrix can be written as:

RQ( fa) = RN + RC = σ2
nIM + E

[
C( fa)CH( fa)

]
(6)

where RN is the noise covariance matrix. RC is the covariance matrix of the static scene signal. C( fa) is
the multi-channel clutter and is expressed as:

C( fa) =
[

srd
c,1( fa) · · · srd

c,M( fa)
]T

(7)

Suppose the amplitude of clutter obeys the Gaussian distribution with mean value of zero and
variance of σ2

c . Moreover, the different clutter points are independent of each other that means:

E
{
σ(x1, y1) · σ

H(x2, y2)
}
= 0 , (x1, y1) , (x2, y2) (8)

Then, the cross term of different clutter scatterers in the covariance matrix is zero, and the
covariance matrix can be rewritten as:

RQ( fa) = σ2
nIM + σ2

c A2
a,c( fa)pc( fa)pH

c ( fa) (9)

where A2
a,c( fa) is the term generated by the azimuthal envelope, which can be expressed as:

A2
a.c( fa) =

x
W2

a,c( fa)dx0dy0 (10)

According to the matrix inverse lemma, it is obtained that:

R−1
Q ( fa) =

1
σ2

n

IM −
σ2

c A2
a,c( fa)

σ2
n + Mσ2

c A2
a,c( fa)

pc( fa)pH
c ( fa)

 (11)

3.1.2. Signal Model of Moving Target in RD Domain and Its Steering Vector

After range compression and range migration correction of the stationary target, the moving
target’s signal is transformed to the range-Doppler domain:

srd
t,m(tr, fa) = σt(x0, y0)sin c

[
Br

(
tr −

Rbi0+∆Rbi,t( fa)
c

)]
Wa,t( fa)

× exp
{
− jψt(x0, y0; fa)

}
exp

{
j 2π
λ dt,m(x0, y0; fa)

} (12)

where the subscript t represents the moving target.

ψt(x0, y0; fa) =
2πRbi0
λ −

πλ
2kbi2,t

(
fa +

kbi1,t−k10
λ

)2
−
πλ2kR3,t

4k3
bi2,t

(
fa +

kbi1,t−k10
λ

)3

−
2πλ3

(
9k2

R3,t−4kbi2,tkR4,t
)

64k5
bi2,t

(
fa +

kbi1,t−k10
λ

)4 (13)

dt,m(x0, y0; fa) = −kT1,t
ym
vR
− λ

ym
vR

fa +
vx(xR−x0)+vy(yR−y0)

vRRR0
ym

= −kT1
ym
vR
− λ

ym
vR

fa +
vr‖rBi‖

vR
ym

(14)

The phase difference between different channels is related to the target velocity, where

vr =
vx

‖rBi‖

(
xR − x0

RR0
+

xT0 − x0

RT0

)
+

vy

‖rBi‖

(
yR − y0

RR0
+

yT0 − y0

RT0

)
(15)
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‖rBi‖ =

√(
xR − x0

RR0
+

xT0 − x0

RT0

)2

+

(
yR − y0

RR0
+

yT0 − y0

RT0

)2

(16)

The physical meaning of the velocity vr is the projection of the target’s velocity in the direction of
the vector rBi. Therefore, the normalized steering vector of the moving target is:

pt( fa,ϑs) =
1
√

M

[
1 exp

{
j2πdt,2/λ

}
· · · exp

{
j2πdt,M/λ

} ]T
(17)

3.2. MTI Performance Analysis of GEO SA-BSAR

3.2.1. Minimum Detectable Velocity

The MDV of GEO SA-BSAR system is related to the loss of the moving target’s output SCNR. It is
considered that the target cannot be detected when the output SCNR loss exceeds 5 dB [38], so the
MDV is the corresponding velocity when the SCNR loss is equal to 5 dB.

The ISTAP algorithm [39] can be used to obtain the optimal output SCNR of GEO SA-BSAR MTI
system. First of all, the multichannel signals after time calibration is transformed to the range-Doppler
domain. Then, the clutter suppression and beamforming are achieved by post-Doppler STAP after
processing. Finally, the azimuthal pulse compression is used to get the SAR image. The target detection
is achieved in SAR images. Under the above algorithm, the filtered signal should be coherently
accumulated along the azimuth direction, so the SCNR loss can be expressed as:

SCNRloss(ϑs) =
SCNRout

SNR
=

∫
SH( fa,ϑs)R−1

Q ( fa)S( fa,ϑs)d fa∫
SH( fa,ϑs)S( fa,ϑs)d fa/σ2

n
(18)

where S( fa,ϑs) is the multi-channel signal of moving target in range-Doppler domain, which can be
represented as:

S( fa,ϑs) =
[

srd
t,1( fa) · · · srd

t,M( fa)
]T

(19)

Substitute Equations (11) and (19) into Equation (18) to get:

SCNRloss(ϑs) =
σ2

n

σ2
t

∫
W2

a,td fa

∫ σ2
t W2

a,t

σ2
n
−

σ2
t W2

a,t

σ2
n
·

σ2
c A2

a,c

σ2
n + σ2

c A2
a,c

pH
t pcp

H
c pt

d fa (20)

where

pH
t ( fa,ϑs)pc( fa) = 1

M

M∑
m=1

exp
{
j 2π
λ (dc,m − dt,m)

}
= 1

M

M∑
m=1

exp
{
− j 2πvr‖rBi‖

λvR
ym

} (21)

For linear array, ym = (m− 1)d and it can be calculated that:

SCNRloss(ϑs) = 1− sin2(πMβ)

M2 sin2(πβ)
1∫

W2
a,td fa

∫ σ2
c A2

a,c

σ2
n+σ

2
c A2

a,c
W2

a,td fa

= 1− sin2(πMβ)

sin2(πβ)

∫
CNR·A2

a,c·W2
a,t/(1+CNR·A2

a,c)d fa
M2

∫
W2

a,td fa

(22)

where β = d·vr‖rBi‖
λvR

. The expression of the output SCNR loss can be used to derive the MDV of the
moving target. It is considered that when the SNR loss is −XdB, the corresponding speed is the MDV.
It is satisfied that:

sin c(Mβ)

sin c(β)
≈

M2
∫

W2
a,td fa∫

CNR ·A2
a,c ·W2

a,t/
(
1 + CNR ·A2

a,c

)
d fa

√
1− 10−

X
10 (23)
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Therefore, the MDV can be expressed as:

vr_MDV = α
vRλ

Md‖rBi‖
(24)

where α satisfies sin c(α)/sin c
(
α
M

)
=

M2
∫

W2
t d fa∫

CNR·A2
a,c·W2

t /(1+CNR·A2
a,c)d fa

√
1− 10−

X
10 . From Equation (24), the

MDV is not only related to the number of channel and channel spacing, but also the CNR and ‖rBi‖.
With the increase of the number of channels and channel spacing, the MDV decreases. In addition, CNR
changing with the ground scattering characteristics and ‖rBi‖ are determined by bistatic configuration.
‖rBi‖ is mainly determined by the ground projection of bistatic angle φ and airborne receiver’s incidence
angle θR, which can be expressed as:

‖rBi‖ =

√
sin2 θR + sin2 θT + 2 cosφ sinθR sinθT < 2 (25)

3.2.2. Maximum Unambiguous Velocity

By observing the output SCNR loss in Equation (22), it can be found that when πβ = nπ
(n is an integer), a notch will appear in output SCNR loss curve and the target cannot be detected.
The corresponding velocity is called a blind velocity. If the velocity is larger than the blind velocity,
the ambiguous velocity will generate. Therefore, the MUV can be expressed as:

vr_max =
vRλ

d‖rBi‖
(26)

It is obvious that when the value of ‖rBi‖ is equal to 2, the MUV is minimum. Considering that the
velocity of airplane is 200 m/s, wave length is 0.24 m and the channel spacing is 2 m, the minimum
MUV is 12 m/s, which does not include all of the moving target velocity. We need to reduce ‖rBi‖ to
acquire greater MUV. However, increasing ‖rBi‖will cause larger MDV. Therefore, the choice of ‖rBi‖

should be compromised according to the practical application.
For Equation (22), the effect of small PRF is not considered. In fact, the PRF of GEO SAR is small,

so the ambiguous velocity may also occur. The frequency shift of Doppler center caused by the target
motion is:

∆ fdc = 1
λ

[
vx(xT0−x0)+vy(yT0−y0)

RT0
+

vx(xR−x0)+vy(yR−y0)

RR0

]
= vr

λ ‖rBi‖
(27)

Therefore, the MUV limited by PRF is:

vr_max =
λ · PRF
‖rBi‖

(28)

Thus it can be seen that the MUV is still related to ‖rBi‖. A small ‖rBi‖ will cause a large MUV.
By exploiting the multi-channel data, there are many methods to expand spectrum and solve the
problem of velocity ambiguity. If the wavelength is 0.24 m and the number of channels is 3, the PRF
after spectrum expansion is 300 Hz. When the value of ‖rBi‖ is equal to 2, the minimum value of MUV
is 36 m/s, which has satisfied the velocity detection range of most targets.

3.2.3. Parameter Estimation Accuracy

In order to achieve parameters estimation, different target parameters are used to build the spatial
filter bank to process the multi-channel data and the parameters can be estimated by finding the
maximum output SCNR. It can be found from Equation (17) that the parameter to be estimated is
u = vr‖rBi‖, in which the parameter vr represents radial velocity of the target and ‖rBi‖ varies with the
position of the target.
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In this section, we analysis the CRLB of moving target parameters under the background of
clutter and noise. The CRLB is the variance’s lower bound of all unbiased estimates, and the unbiased
estimate that can reach this lower bound is an effective estimate. Although the effective estimate
may not exist, the variance of the effective estimate can be used to measure the performance of the
parameter estimation. Therefore, the CRLB provides a necessary condition for configuration design.

The model of signal in clutter and noise can be written as:

Z = S( fa; Θ) + Q (29)

where Q is the model of clutter and noise, and S is the multi-channel signal model of the moving target
in the range-Doppler domain, as shown in Equation (19). Θ = [u, σs,ϕs]

T is the parameters of the
unknown moving target, including the amplitude and phase of the moving target σs and ϕs, and the
parameters to be estimated u.

The moving target signal S( fa; Θ) is considered as a function of unknown parameters Θ. Suppose
the received multi-channel data obeys the Gaussian distribution [39,40]:

p(Z1, Z2, . . . , ZN |Θ ) =
1

πMN
N∏

n=1
detRQ( fan)

e

N∑
n=1
−(Zn−S( fan;Θ))HR−1

Q ( fan)(Zn−S( fan;Θ))
(30)

Then, the logarithmic likelihood function of the parameter Θ is:

L(Θ) =
N∑

n=1

−(Zn − S( fan; Θ))HR−1
Q ( fan)(Zn − S( fan; Θ)) (31)

According to the estimation theory, for the unbiased estimation
^
Θ, the CRLB of the error covariance

matrix is limited by the inverse of Fisher information matrix J:

E


(

^
Θ −Θ

)(
^
Θ −Θ

)T
 ≥ J−1 (32)

Each element of Fisher information matrix J is:

jik = −E
{

∂2L
∂θi∂θk

}
=

N∑
n=1

2Re

∂S( fan; Θ)H

∂θi
R−1

Q ( fan)
∂S( fan; Θ)

∂θk

 (33)

where θi, i = 1, 2, 3 represent the parameters in Θ, respectively. The CRLB of each parameter is given
by the main diagonal element, which is:

Var{θi} ≥ J−1
ii (34)

If the signal in the range-Doppler domain is briefly written as S = σs exp( jϕs)dt, the Fisher
information matrix can be obtained from Equation (33) in the following form:

J = 2


σ2

sδu σsβu σ2
sγu

σsβu ξ 0
σ2

sγu 0 σ2
sξ

 (35)
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where each parameter is defined as:

δu =
N∑

n=1

∂dH
t ( fan)

∂u R−1
Q ( fan)

∂dt( fan)
∂u

ξ =
N∑

n=1
dH

t ( fan)R−1
Q ( fan)dt( fan)

βu + jγu =
N∑

n=1

∂dH
t ( fan)

∂u R−1
Q ( fan)dt( fan)

(36)

where the partial derivative can be calculated by:

∂dH
t ( fan)

∂u
=
√

M exp(− jψt)

[(
∂Wa,t

∂u
− jWa,t

∂ψt

∂u

)
pt + Wa,t

∂pt
∂u

]
(37)

∂pt
∂u

= j
2πd

λvR
√

M

[
0 exp

{
j 2πdt,2

λ

}
· · · (M− 1) exp

{
j 2πdt,M

λ

} ]T
(38)

Considering that the Wa,t andψt are hard to be written as the explicit expression of u, the numerical
method is used to compute their partial derivative.

The parameters in Θ that need to be estimated is u, while σs and ϕs are regarded as nuisance
parameters. Then, the CRLB of u is:

Var{u} ≥
(
J−1

)
11

=
ξ

2σ2
s

[
δuξ−

(
β2

u + γ2
u

)] (39)

Then, the radial velocity’s CRLB is:

σvr ≥

√(
J−1

)
11

‖rBi‖
(40)

According to Equations (35) and (38), the CRLB of radial velocity varies with the radial velocity.
In order to compare the radial velocity accuracy for different configurations, the maximum value of
CRLB is selected for comparison. It is believed that smaller maximum value of CRLB leads to better
parameter estimation performance.

According to the time-shift characteristic of the Fourier transform, it can be seen from Equation (13)
that the target’s slow time offset is:

∆ta =

(
kbi1,t − k10

)
2kbi2,t

+
3
(
kbi1,t − k10

)2
kR3,t

8k3
bi2,t

+

(
kbi1,t − k10

)3(
9k2

R3,t − 4kbi2,tkR4.t
)

16k5
bi2,t

(41)

where kbi1,t ∼ kbi4,t are determined by the motion parameters and the position of the target. For the
GEO SA-BSAR MTI system, its equivalent velocity is:

ve =
√
(kT1 − vR sinθst)

2 +
(
2RR0kT2 + v2

R cos2 θst
)

(42)

where θst is the squint angle of the observation target relative to the airplane:

θst = arc sin


∣∣∣yR

∣∣∣√
(xR − x0)

2 + y2
R + z2

R

 (43)
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Then, according to the slow time offset and the equivalent velocity, the azimuthal offset of the
moving target can be obtained as follows:

∆X = ve∆ta (44)

Therefore, the location accuracy can be expressed as:

σ2
x =

(
∂∆X
∂vr

)2

σ2
vr (45)

According to Equations (38) and (43), the CRLB of radial velocity and position is not only related
to configuration parameters ‖

→
r Bi‖, but also related to the signal of moving target, which is change with

all three configuration parameters of GEO SA-BSAR. The specific changes are analyzed by numerical
simulation method in Section 5.

4. Optimal Configuration Design for GEO SA-BSAR MTI System

By designing the bistatic configuration of GEO SA-BSAR MTI system, the optimal MTI performance
is achieved while meeting the requirements of the imaging performance. As mentioned above, the
MTI performance includes MDV, MUV, velocity accuracy and location accuracy. It is obvious that the
optimal MTI performance means the minimum MDV, the maximum MUV the minimum velocity and
location accuracy. However, it can be seen from Equations (24) and (26) that a small MDV also leads to
a small MUV. That means the MDV and MUV are unable to be optimal at the same time. Therefore,
we can forecast the velocity range of the area to be monitored and make the MUV greater than the
upper bound of the velocity. Then, the MDV, the velocity and location accuracy are minimized.

In addition, the imaging performance of GEO SA-BSAR MTI system must also be good.
The traditional GEO SA-BSAR imaging geometry is designed to satisfy the given imaging performance
indicators as much as possible. However, for the GEO SA-BSAR MTI system, we only need to ensure
that we can obtain a clear SAR image. To achieve a clear SAR image, the range and azimuth resolution
should be appropriate, the resolution direction angle should be 90◦ and the SNR of a clear SAR image
should be at least greater than 5 dB. Therefore, we only limit the upper bound of range and azimuth
resolution. In addition, the resolution direction angle is limited to be as close as possible to 90◦ and the
CNR is at least greater than 5 dB.

Based on the MTI and imaging performance requirements of the GEO SA-BSAR MTI system
mentioned above, it is assumed that the tolerable minimum MUV is vr_max_Re, the upper limit of range
resolution is ρgr_Re, the upper limit of azimuth resolution is ρaz_Re and the tolerable error between the
resolution direction angle and 90◦ is ε. Thus, the function to be optimized is:

min


f1(x)
f2(x)
f3(x)

 =


vr_MDV(x)
σvr(x)
σx(x)


s.t. ρgr(x) ≤ ρgr_Re ρaz(x) ≤ ρaz_Re

CNR(x) ≥ 5dB vr_max(x) ≥ vr_max_Re

α(x) − 90◦ ≤ ε

(46)

where x = (θR,φ,ψ)T. The value range is:
θR ∈ (0◦, 90◦)
φ ∈ [0◦, 360◦)
ψ ∈ [0◦, 360◦)

(47)
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The value of vr_max_Re is determined according to the observation area and can be set as the upper
limit of moving targets’ velocity in the scene. For example, when monitoring the urban roads, vr_max_Re

is selected as 30m/s, which has almost covered the velocities of vehicles in urban areas. Then, ρaz_Re

can be determined according to the synthetic aperture time. In general, the synthetic aperture time
of 10 s can achieve 3 m azimuthal resolution in GEO SA-BSAR system and ρaz_Re can be 3 m. Next,
ρgr_Re cannot be too different from ρaz_Re. Both vr_max_Re and ρgr_Re are related to ‖rBi‖, therefore ρgr_Re

should satisfy ρgr_Re ≥
0.886c·d
BrλvR

vr_max_Re. Finally, ε can be 0.1 rad.
In order to solve the multi-objective optimization problem shown in (44), we adopted the

constrained non-dominant sorting genetic algorithm III (NSGA-III) [41]. The common genetic
algorithms to solve optimization problems, such as NSGA II and SPEA2, have good performance when
solving the problem with two or less objective functions, but are easy to get local optimal solution for
three or more objective functions. NSGA-III is developed from NSGA II and can solve the optimization
problem with three or more objective functions. NSGA III first randomly generates N variables as the
initial parent population. Then, by genetic operation, the current parent population is used to create
offspring population. The combined population of parent population and offspring population is
processed the non-dominant sorting and divided into different levels. The next generation is selected
from the combined population according to the level and the reference points to ensure the diversity of
population. Finally, the solution can be obtained after multiple iterations. The NSGA III algorithm
can obtain multiple non-dominant solutions at once, and can well solve the non-convex optimization
problem shown in Equation (44).

Based on constrained NSGA III algorithm, the specific steps of GEO SA-BSAR MTI system
configuration design method are as follows (the flow chart is shown in Figure 2):

Step 1: setting parameters. According to the chosen observation area, the GEO SAR’s trajectory
is determined by ephemeris, which guarantee the region can always be illuminated by GEO SAR
during the synthetic aperture time. Then, MTI and imaging performance requirements are given.
The minimum MUV that can be tolerated is vr_max_Re, the upper limit of range resolution is ρgr_Re,
the upper limit of azimuth resolution is ρaz_Re and the maximum error of resolution direction angle is ε.

Step 2: initialize the parent population. The initial population P1 = {x1, x2, . . . , xN} composed of
N individuals is generated randomly within the range of variable x = (θR,φ,ψ)T.

Step 3: conducting the NSGA III algorithm until the number of iterations reaches the number of
genetic G.

Step 3.1: for the g-th generation, the obtained parent population is Pg. In Pg, two individuals are
randomly selected. Then, the crossover operator is used to simulate the two-point crossover, and the
mutation operator is executed under a certain probability to obtain the offspring individuals. Finally,
the offspring population containing N individuals is obtained.

Step 3.2: combine the parent population Pg and offspring population Qg to obtain population
Rg. The objective function value of every individual in the population Rg is computed by Equation
(44). The optimization indicators including the MDV, velocity and location accuracy, as well as the
constraint conditions including range resolution, azimuth resolution, resolution direction angle and
MUV. The solutions satisfy the constraint conditions as the feasible solution, while the dissatisfied
solution as the infeasible solution. Based on the non-dominated sorting, the feasible solution can be
divided into several different levels F1, F2, . . . , FT. The infeasible solutions that are ordered according
to the error that does not meet the constraint conditions, is arranged after the feasible solutions.

Step 3.3: add the solutions of each levels to the Pg+1 in order until the number of individuals in
Pg+1 exceeds N for the first time. If the last level added into Pg+1 is FL, and the number of individuals
in FL causes the number of individuals in Pg+1 to exceed N. Then, based on the method of reference
point, each individual in the group FL is associated with the reference point. The individual nearest to
the reference point is selected or randomly selected into Pg+1. Finally, the next generation of parent
population Pg+1 with N individuals is obtained.
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Step 4: select the optimal solution. After the G-th iteration, the non-dominant solution set
was selected as the optimal solution set from the population PG. Finally, according to the flight
environment, the most suitable solution was selected as the bistatic configuration of the real GEO
SA-BSAR MTI system.
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5. Simulation Verification

In this section, the influence of configuration parameters on the performance of GEO SA-BSAR
MTI system is analyzed through simulation. Then, according to the modeling of multi-objective target
function with constraint conditions, the optimal bistatic configuration of GEO SA-BSAR MTI system is
obtained based on NSGA III algorithm. The system parameters and orbit parameters of the simulated
GEO SA-BSAR MTI system are shown in Table 1. In addition, the calculation of ground clutter RCS is
modeled as a random rough surface bistatic electromagnetic scattering theory problem [34], and the
electromagnetic characteristic parameters used for modeling are also shown in Table 3 [26].

Table 3. System and electromagnetic characteristic parameters of GEO SA-BSAR MTI system.

System Parameters Electromagnetic Characteristic Parameter

Peak transmitting power 5000 W Root mean square height 1.002 cm
Noise temperature 300 K Correlation length 21.34 cm

Transmitting antenna gain 50 dB Complex dielectric constant 7
Receiving antenna gain 20.8 dB

Polarization mode VVPropagation loss 3.5 dB
Noise figure 4 dB Rough surface probability

distribution
exponential

Duty ratio 0.4
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5.1. Output SCNR Loss Analysis

SCNR loss is one of the important performance indicators and it varies with θR and φ. SCNR loss
of the first four configurations of GEO SA-BSAR MTI in Table 4 will be simulated. The simulation
results are in Figure 3, where the solid line is the results by the patch-based approach (calculating
SCNR loss by exploiting the echoes of moving target and clutter patches [38]) while the ‘*’ is calculated
by using Equation (22). It can be seen that the analytical expression and the actual curve are fitting
very well, which can be used to calculate the MDV and MUV.

Table 4. Different configuration parameters of GEO SA-BSAR MTI system.

No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

θR (deg) 35 60 35 60 35 60 35 60
φ (deg) 0 0 150 150 0 0 150 150
ψ (deg) 0 0 0 0 140 140 140 140
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(a) configuration 1 and configuration 2; (b) configuration 3 and configuration 4.

From the Figure 3, it can be seen that the output SCNR loss curve may have several notches.
The target with the velocity at the notch will be suppressed and cannot be detect. Under different GEO
SA-BSAR bistatic configurations, the size and position of the notch of output SCNR loss curve will
change, resulting in different MDV and MUV caused by the baseline length. It is worth noting that
through the de-aliasing algorithm, the pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of the system is essentially
increased, and the original 100 Hz PRF is expanded to 300 Hz. At this time, the minimum value of the
MUV caused by low PRF under different configuration parameters is 36 m/s, which is already greater
than the velocity of most targets, so it is not considered here.

Next, the influences of configuration parameters on the MDV and MUV are analyzed in detail.
From the above theoretical analysis, it can be seen that the MDV and MUV of the GEO SA-BSAR MTI
system are affected by configuration parameters ‖rbi‖, which are determined by the airplane’s incident
angle θR and the ground projection of the bistatic angle φ. Figure 4a,b shows the change of the MDV
and MUV of GEO SA-BSAR MTI system with θR and φ. From Figure 4a,b, it can be seen that the
MDV and the MUV will increase and decrease together with the change of configuration parameters.
That means when the configuration make MDV the smallest, the MUV is also small. In addition, there
are more than one group of configurations that satisfy the same MUV and MDV. The MDV of most
configuration parameters is less than 3 m/s, where the MUV of some configurations is less than 20 m/s,
which is difficult to meet the actual demand. Since the MDV and the MUV are unable to be optimal at
the same time, we make the MUV greater than a certain value and minimize the MDV when obtaining
the optimal bistatic configuration.
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The MDV and MUV for different airplane’s velocities are also shown in Figure 4, where (a) and (b)
are results for the airplane’s velocity with 150 m/s, (c) and (d) for 200 m/s, (e) and (f) for 250 m/s. It can
be seen that with increasing of airplane’s velocity, both the MDV and MUV become greater. It can also
be proved by the expressions in Equations (24) and (26). Thus, when we need to detect target with
large velocity, such as the vehicles on the highway, the higher airplane’s velocity can be selected.

5.2. CRLB Analysis

Another important MTI performance indicator is CRLB. The analytical expression of CRLB is
hard to be given. We intend to adopt numerical simulation to show the relationship between the CRLB
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and bistatic configuration parameters. Firstly, we choose 8 bistatic configurations in Table 4 to simulate
their CRLBs. Their CRLBs are shown in Figure 5, where (a) and (b) are the CRLBs for radial velocity
and (c) and (d) are the CRLBs for azimuth position. It is obvious that the CRLB for radial velocity
varies with θR and φ, but ψ has little effect, while the CRLB for azimuth position is impacted by θR,
φ and ψ at the same time. Considering that CRLBs vary with radial velocity, their maximum values are
used to compare different configurations’ performance. For Figure 5a,b, it can be seen that θR and φ
influence the priority of these configuration according to the CRLBs for radial velocity, while ψ hardly
changes the priority but has impacts on the values. For Figure 5c,d, it can be seen that θR, φ and ψ
determine the priority of these configuration according to the CRLBs for azimuth position together.
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Further, the estimation accuracies according to the CRLBs are analysis. Considering that CRLB
varies with radial velocity, their maximum values are analyzed. Figure 6 shows the variation of the
velocity accuracy and location accuracy of the target with the ground projection of bistatic angle and
airplane’s incidence angle when the ground projection of velocity angle is 0. Figure 7 shows the
variation of the velocity accuracy and location accuracy with the ground projection of velocity angle
and airplane’s incidence angle when the bistatic angle is 0. In Figures 6 and 7, in order to better display
the variation of velocity accuracy and location accuracy in most configurations, the variation range of
color bar is restricted. In fact, when configuration parameters are not selected correctly, the velocity
accuracy can reach 671 m/s, while the location accuracy can reach 5120 km. It can be seen from the
variation trend of Figures 6 and 7 that the location accuracy may be large even if the velocity accuracy
is small, and the location accuracy and velocity measurement accuracy are not increasing or decreasing
in the same direction. The accuracy is non-convex with the change of configuration parameters,
so the genetic algorithm can be used to solve this non-convex optimization problem. In addition,
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the performance results for different airplane’s velocities are also shown in Figures 6 and 7, where
(a) and (b) are the results for the airplane’s velocity of 150 m/s, (c) and (d) for 200 m/s, (e) and (f)
for 250 m/s. With the increasing of the airplane’s velocity, there are more bistatic configurations that
have large radial velocity estimation errors, while the bistatic configurations with large location errors
become less. For different airplane’s velocities, the bistatic configurations with low radial velocity and
location accuracies still exist to achieve MTI.
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Figure 6. When the velocity angle is 0, the variation of velocity and location accuracy with the receiver’s
incidence angle and the ground projection of the bistatic angle for different airplane’s velocities: (a)
the variation of velocity accuracy for the airplane’s velocity of 150 m/s; (b) the variation of location
accuracy for the airplane’s velocity of 150 m/s; (c) the variation of velocity accuracy for the airplane’s
velocity of 200 m/s; (d) the variation of location accuracy for the airplane’s velocity of 200 m/s; (e) the
variation of velocity accuracy for the airplane’s velocity of 250 m/s; (f) the variation of location accuracy
for the airplane’s velocity of 250 m/s.
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Figure 7. When the ground projection of bistatic angle is 0, the variation of velocity and location
accuracy with the receiver’s incidence angle and ground projection of velocity angle for different
airplane’s velocities: (a) the variation of velocity accuracy for the airplane’s velocity of 150 m/s; (b) the
variation of location accuracy for the airplane’s velocity of 150 m/s; (c) the variation of velocity accuracy
for the airplane’s velocity of 200 m/s; (d) the variation of location accuracy for the airplane’s velocity of
200 m/s; (e) the variation of velocity accuracy for the airplane’s velocity of 250 m/s; (f) the variation of
location accuracy for the airplane’s velocity of 250 m/s.

5.3. Bistatic Configuration Design Results

From simulation of MTI performance with the change of configuration parameters, because the
minimum MDV and maximum MUV cannot be met at the same time and velocity and location accuracy
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is non-convex, the problems of the configuration design can’t directly to minimize all performance
indicators. We minimize the MDV, velocity accuracy and location accuracy under the condition of
MDV more than a specified value. In addition, the imaging performance will also be consideration for
configuration design as shown in Equation (44).

If it is required that the MUV is not more than 30 m/s, the range resolution no more than 4 m,
the azimuth resolution no more than 3 m and the tolerable error of resolution angle is 0.1 rad, according
to the parameters of NSGA III algorithm as shown in Table 5, the result of configuration design and the
corresponding performance indicators at the equator is shown in Table 6. By once solving processing,
several bistatic configurations that meet the requirement of MUV, range resolution, azimuth resolution
and resolution direction angle are obtained. Configuration 1 can achieve the MDV of about 3.91 m/s,
the location accuracy is about 2.22 m and the velocity accuracy is about 0.055 m/s.

Table 5. Simulation parameters of non-dominant sorting genetic algorithm III.

Parameters Values Parameters Values

Population size 100 Number of iterations 500
Mutation probability 0.33 Crossover probability 0.9

Mutation factor 20 Crossover factor 20

Table 6. Results of configuration design of GEO SA-BSAR MTI system at the equator.

Configuration Number 1 2 3 4

Configuration
Parameters

θR (deg) 19.48 22.24 24.00 27.01
φ (deg) 80.44 75.93 74.97 72.97
ψ (deg) 204.50 201.64 205.55 205.83

MTI
Performance

vr_MDV (m/s) 3.91 3.86 3.74 3.52
vr_MUV (m/s) 35.42 32.95 31.87 30.05
σvr (m/s) 0.055 0.15 0.15 0.16
σx (m) 2.22 6.42 7.36 8.52

Imaging
Performance

ρgr (m) 3.92 3.65 3.53 3.32
ρaz (m) 1.22 1.26 1.28 1.33

The results of configuration design and the corresponding performance indicators at the perigee
are shown in Table 7. Configuration 1 can achieve the MDV of about 3.92 m/s, the location accuracy is
about 2.22 m and the velocity accuracy is about 0.056 m/s. In addition, the results at the middle position
between the equator and the perigee are shown in Table 8. Configuration 1 can achieve the MDV of
about 3.92 m/s, the location accuracy is about 2.17 m and the velocity accuracy is about 0.056 m/s. From
the results of the different GEO SAR orbital positon, it can be seen that the optimal performances for
different orbital location are similar. It results from the different orbital position lead to different GEO
SAR velocity, which has little impacts on the MTI performance. Thus, the location of GEO SAR will
not change the performance of GEO SA-BSAR MTI system.

Table 7. Results of configuration design of GEO SA-BSAR MTI system at the perigee.

Configuration Number 1 2 3

Configuration
Parameters

θR (deg) 19.48 21.61 22.21
φ (deg) 80.45 76.33 75.98
ψ (deg) 205.78 200.26 210.55

MTI Performance

vr_MDV (m/s) 3.92 3.91 3.86
vr_MUV (m/s) 35.42 33.36 32.97
σvr (m/s) 0.056 0.14 0.15
σx (m) 2.22 6.08 6.30

Imaging
Performance

ρgr (m) 3.92 3.69 3.65
ρaz (m) 1.21 1.26 1.23
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Table 8. Results of configuration design of GEO SA-BSAR MTI system at the middle position.

Configuration Number 1 2 3

Configuration
Parameters

θR (deg) 19.48 22.07 28.44
φ (deg) 279.49 283.93 284.02
ψ (deg) 153.64 148.77 146.97

MTI Performance

vr_MDV (m/s) 3.92 3.88 3.52
vr_MUV (m/s) 35.44 33.06 30.02
σvr (m/s) 0.056 0.15 0.13
σx (m) 2.17 6.20 6.78

Imaging
Performance

ρgr (m) 3.92 3.66 3.65
ρaz (m) 1.21 1.23 1.23

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a configuration design method for GEO SA-BSAR MTI system is proposed. Based on
the optimal SNR criterion, the analytical expressions of MDV and MUV in terms of configuration
parameters are derived, which is determined by the airplane’s incident angle and the ground projection
of bistatic angle. The CRLBs for radial velocity and azimuth position depends on the airplane’s incident
angle, the ground projection of bistatic angle and velocity angle. According to the characteristic of
MTI performance, the multi-objective optimization problem with constraint conditions is modelled to
obtain the optimal bistatic configuration of GEO SA-BSAR system. Then, the NSGA III algorithm is
exploited to obtain multiple optimal bistatic configuration for GEO SA-BSAR MTI system with the
given lower limit of MUV, the upper limit of range resolution, the upper limit of the azimuth resolution
and maximum error of resolution angle. The flight environment help to choose the most appropriate
bistatic configuration. For a ‘small 8’ GEO orbit, after the configuration design, the MDV is about
3.91 m/s, the location accuracy is about 6.08 m and the velocity accuracy is about 0.14 m/s. In the future,
we will further study the data processing of GEO SA-BSAR MTI system.
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Notation List of This Paper

c Speed of light ta Slow time
Br Bandwidth tr Fast time

H⊥ Ground projection matrix ym
Distance between the m-th channel and
the reference channel

ωTP The GEO satellite’s angular velocity λ Wavelength

ωRP The airplane’s angular velocity k10

The first-order term coefficient after
Taylor expansion of the stationary target
at scene center

Θ
Unit vectors along the range
resolution direction

ωa Azimuth envelope

Ξ
Unit vectors along the azimuth
resolution direction

Wa Azimuth envelope of the spectrum

Pt Transmitted power. Rbi,m
Slant range history of the target for the
m-th channel

Gt Transmitting antenna gain Rbi0 Slant range at ACM
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Gr Receiving antenna gain kT1

The first-order term coefficient of the
Taylor expansion of the slant range
history form the stationary target at
scene center to the transmitter

Do Duty ratio kbi1 ∼ kbi4
Coefficients of each order of the Taylor
expansion of the slant range history

Ta Synthetic aperture time fa Doppler frequency
Rt Slant range of transmitter IM M-dimensional identity matrix
Rr Slant range of receiver σ2

n Variance of thermal noise
LT Propagation loss E[·] Expectation
Fn Receiver noise figure M Number of channels
T0 Noise temperature (xT0, yT0, zT0) Transmitter’s position at ACM
k Boltzmann constant (xR0, yR0, zR0) Receiver’s position at ACM

σ0 Normalized radar cross section ϑs
The set of moving target’s position and
its velocity
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